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New Features

 Configurable text in Credit Card payment tab — An enhancement has been made to the , allowing you to Checkout Payment Options Widget
configure the message text displayed on the Credit Card payment tab. Previously, this content was hard coded and could not be easily changed.

 Openpay is here — Openpay is now available to be configured as an additional Buy Now, Pay Later option. Give your users another way to pay 
during checkout and watch your cart abandonment figures tumble.

 Personalisation for Guest users — Guest user behaviour is now tracked for  purposes via the addition of a cookie. This means that Personalisation
targeted content based on product views, for example, can be displayed to users who aren't logged in. The guest user cookie never gets deleted.

 Product Reviews - Admin response — A new function has been added to , allowing the  to individual reviews. Product Reviews site admin to reply
The  can be formatted with a standard signature and logo, and the reviewing user will be emailed to advise that they've received a admin reply
response.
Banners by Device - new interface

Fixes

 Banner caching updated — The way banners are cached on BPD sites has been updated so that any change to banners in the CMS will now 
force a cache refresh. Previously the user would have to login/out in order to see the changes reflected.

 Guest Checkout and freight calculation — In some CSS versions, the freight widget was not calculating freight for users going through Guest 
Checkout. This has now been fixed and freight is displayed once the Suburb / Postcode values are populated.

 PayPal payments and partial freight — On B2C orders where the customer was only liable for partial freight charges (because the rest of the 
order was offset by discount or gift card, for instance), PayPal would still charge the full freight amount. This was due to the way PayPal 
calculated discounts and freight.
CSS has now been updated to behave differently when sending itemised charges to PayPal, resulting in the correct Balance Due amount.

 Unable to remove Gift Card from order — In scenarios where a Gift Card widget was in use on the same page as the Order Summary widget, the 
user would be unable to remove a previously applied gift card from their cart. This issue has now been fixed.

 Decimal places in Qty boxes — Product quantity boxes now support decimal places for products where units are not necessarily sold in whole 
numbers (e.g. 3.5 metres of fabric). This enhancement applies wherever Qty boxes are used (product list page, product detail, cart, campaigns, 
etc).

 Persistent validation message — In some instances, the validation error that appeared when Delivery Address fields were blank would not clear 
once said fields were populated. On continuing to the next page of checkout, the message would persist until the user deliberately clicked 
'Confirm'. This has now been fixed and the message will clear independently when the page reloads.
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